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FEATURES AT A GLANCE 

The MuWave P8 Workbench from UFC, 

Inc. is an add-on application to the FileNet 

P8 content management system which 

allows users to track and better manage 

their documents. This application was 

designed to provide a user-friendly way 

for users to perform their job functions, 

and provides a web-based interface for 

searching, viewing, downloading and 

printing documents.   

 Works as an add-on to FileNet P8 

 Provides for very rapid “tailorable” 

searches of large P8 repositories 

 Provides a user with a way to bulk in-

dex and download on the user’s speci-

fied selection of documents 

 Provides administrator tools to effec-

tively monitor user activity 

 

 MuWave P8 Workbench Web 

OVERVIEW: 

The MuWave P8 Workbench is a web application designed predominantly in Microsoft .NET that provides 
a user-friendly methodology for users to perform their job functions in the IBM FileNet P8 environment.  
The search, display, index, lookup and many other features of the application are completely definable 
by the system administrator. The application’s customizable features provide the user with an extremely 
flexible environment with features far beyond what the out of the box IBM FileNet P8’s Application En-
gine Workplace product provides.   
 
The application is a web-based Workbench (ASP.NET) for searching, viewing, downloading and printing 
documents.  Workbench allows the user to select multiple documents and combine them all into a single 
PDF file and download this PDF file to their computers.  It also allows the user to print multiple docu-
ments at the same time.   
 

USERS OF THE MUWAVE P8 WORKBENCH CAN: 

 Select multiple documents at the same time.  

 View, print or zip multiple selections at once (image and PDF file formats)  

 Print the search results.  

 Export the search results in Excel format.  

 Copy the document attachments locally (one document at a time).  

 View any document attachment in its native application.  

Users have powerful freeform searching tools that allow them to quickly find what they are looking for 
without limitations, including integrated lookups per index. The application also features an administrator 
designed structured query tool allowing a drill down search style where consecutive criteria can be based 
on former results, also featuring integrated lookups. The system also comes with a powerful administra-
tion tool that allows the administrator to define such things as what object stores, document classes, 
search fields, lookup fields, and result display fields are shown to the users.  

KEY FEATURES: 

GREATLY INCREASED SEARCH SPEED AND FUNCTIONALITY   

The MuWave P8 Workbench provides a greatly increased document search performance for large P8 
workspaces.  The application's customizable features provide the user with an extremely flexible environ-
ment with capabilities far beyond what is provided in the out of the box FileNet Workplace application.  
Workbench provides for querying across multiple object stores with like properties and then combining 
the queries together in the result set desired.  The search, display, index, lookup and many other fea-
tures of the application are completely definable by the system administrator.  

TAILORABLE SEARCH   

Workbench includes powerful freeform searching tools that allow users to quickly satisfy searching pa-
rameters without limitations, including integrated lookups per index. 

BULK DOWNLOADING AND INDEXING    

Indexing can be done in bulk on a user’s selection of all or any number of documents from their query 
results .    Bulk downloading can be done such that multiple documents can be downloaded at the same 
time which is a great timesaver from downloading individual documents. 

POWERFUL ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS  

Administrators can download and/or email reports including such metrics as user log on/off activity, 
search by a user, which documents were viewed by a user, and which index values were modified.  A 
structured query tool is provided for administrators which provides a drill-down search style where con-
secutive criteria can be based on former results. Also the admin can define which display fields are 
shown to users such as object stores, search fields, lookup fields and results displays. 

WHY IS THERE A NEED? 

Our customers found that FileNet Workplace was 

limited in terms of its’ functionality.  Workplace 

does not allow a user to combine multiple docu-

ments together after a search is requested for 

those documents.  The documents have to be 

opened one by one to view, print or download 

them.  When a user selects multiple documents in 

the selection criteria, they still open up separately.  

MuWave P8 Workbench eliminates this time con-

suming process while greatly reducing the time 

spent searching for documents in large reposito-

ries.  
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